
China lesson observation - English 

 

No. 5 Primary School, Longquanyi District of Chengdu 

 

English as a foreign language (core subject) taught by Cherry, deputy Head and our main point of 

contact. Teacher had two weeks to prepare this and made all visual resources herself. They only 

have a 30% teaching timetable and teach their specialism only, as well as having a form class (like 

our secondary schools). 

 

Grade 3 (8 year old), 50 children, 60 minutes 

 

Resources 

 

'Go to bed' picture book teaching - high quality story on screen. See photo for how resources were set 

up. On a small piece of square paper, each child had drawn and coloured an animal picture as 

homework and brought this along to the lesson - it lay next to their glue sticks. 

 

Following the usual greeting, the whole class sang a song in English about animal noises, they were 

engaged, enthusiastic and in tune! 

 

There was lots of whole class repetition every time a new word was introduced, with the noun already 

written on card so the teacher could easily add it to the word bank on the right hand board (see 

picture). The key sentence was: 

 

The lion (snake, hippo, etc) goes to bed. 

 
 

The teacher also reinforced how the verb changes from 'goes' to 'go' for the plural by asking the class 

to call out 'go, go, go' whenever she said 'animals'. This happened at regular intervals. 

 

Yes/no responses were often on a callout basis as a class, not hands up, this was always efficient 

and sensible. Otherwise the teacher shows the hands up sign and at least 25% would put up their 



hand using the angled arm response. 

 

Each time a new word was learnt the teacher scribed it on the lined handwriting strip (brilliant idea, we 

should try this in class). There was one hugely enthusiastic boy sat in front of us who did raise his 

hand too high, stand up slightly and call out his answer, teacher ignored him and he instantly adjusted 

his behaviour. He was then asked the answer (Cherry didn't appear to know their names, she would 

point and say 'you', but with hindsight this could be to teach the pronoun and avoid speaking 

Chinese). The only time Chinese was spoken was to share a joke with the class when something fell 

off the board, otherwise all instructions etc were in English. 

 

Each time the sentence was repeated with a different noun, the child who correctly named the animal 

was invited to the front to move the animal picture up the tree into bed. Lots of positive reinforcement 

with thumbs up and 'good job'. When it came to the elephant going to bed, prediction and partner talk 

was incorporated ('think and talk'), after two minutes 'eyes on me, eyes on you'. Video clip of the 

hammock collapsing with the word 'bang', all enthusiastically repeated this.  

 

The task was to stick their prepared picture on the sheet (very quick and slick due to preparation), and 

write: 

The xxxx goes to bed 

underneath - all sheets going into a class picture book. Whilst task taking place, teacher walked the 

class for the one and only time seen in both lessons, ticking her assessment file as she went. The 

task was modelled using the visualiser which was an integral part of the technology set up.  

 
 

Plenary involved lively music for sharing (a bit too loud) when the children read their page to their 

partner. This was the only time when the children were a little lively and distracted, and this was 

almost definitely due to the teacher raising her voice over the loud soundtrack.  

 

All sheets collected in by passing up the row, stood for 'thank you'. 

 

This lesson was outstanding and it would be excellent CPD for Ruth and/or I to repeat the approach 

with our Year 2, should Cherry visit St Anthony's. It would be fascinating to see how our children cope 

with rows and no carpet sitting, though we could adapt it to include both. 


